
Varpu 

 

The Varpu range of small buildings and homes are ideally suited to plots with a view. They 
have a classical Scandinavian design with a huge covered veranda for those who love 
outdoor living even when it’s raining! There’s plenty to like in this well designed house range, 
which you may customise it as you wish. 

 

Varpu 40 - a compact small annexe, with a spacious living / dining / kitchen. 

All our log homes are constructed with insulated log walls to comply with UK building 
regulations, with a choice of log thickness and level of insulation. With traditional or modern 
corner joints to give a contemporary look, all Varpu versions have a large practical terrace to 
make the most of the outside space.  

Log homes may be finished in any colour(s) and roofed in any material to complement their 
surroundings. The home shown is roofed in felt shingles and more lasting alternatives 
include slates, tiles and modern or traditional profiled steel sheeting.  
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Varpu 40 plan downstairs / upstairs total living space 33 m2 

(note loft area is only 1.6 m at the ridge, making it useful for storage or relaxation) 

 
 

 

Varpu 80 plan downstairs / upstairs - total living space 71m2 
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Varpu 80 - loft bedroom 

The ridge height of this is 2m, with 2 metres across the centre having 1.6m headroom. 
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The Varpu 120 is a much larger home, with two double bedrooms downstairs and a further 
two single bedrooms in the loft area. The total living accommodation extends to generous 
108m2, and there is a covered rear verandah in addition to the beautiful covered seating 
area at the front. 

  

 

Varpu 120 - downstairs / upstairs plan (total living space 108m2) 
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Varpu House Options: 

Kit supply only 

Shell build 

Turnkey build solution 

Alternative roof coverings 

Customised floor plans 

 

 

Features: 

Double glazed high quality timber windows; U value 1.2W/m2K 

Choice of solid slab foundation or suspended timber floor (insulated) 

Interior timber panelled or plaster-boarded 

Insulated walls and ceilings to comply with building regulations 
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